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INTRODUCTION

Since the first U. S. manned entry, Mercury (May 5, 1961), seventy-five manned entries (figs. 1, 2)

have been made resulting in significant progress in the understanding and development of Thermal

Protection Systems (TPS) for manned rated spacecraft. Figures 3 and 4 compare the TPS materials and

systems installed on these spacecraft. The first three vehicles (Mercury, Gemini, Apollo) used ablative

',single-use systems) while the Space Shuttle Orbiter TPS is a multimission system. A TPS figure of

merit, unit weight lb/ft 2, illustrates the advances in TPS material perlbrmance from Mercury (10.2 lb/ft 2)

to the Space Shuttle (1.7 lb/ft2).

Vehicle No. of Entries

Orbital Return

Mercury (1961-63) 6
Gemini (1965-66) 10
Apollo (1968-75) 5
Shuttle (Thru Feb., 1992) 44

Lunar Return

Apollo (1969-72) 10

Figure 1. U.S. manned spacecraft.

Figure 2. Manned spacecraft entry vehicles.
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Figure 3. Manned spacecraft thermal protection materials.

Area

Weight

wt/ft2

Material

Density

Usage

Mercury

32ft2

315 Ib

10.2

Ablator

(Fiberglass-phenolic)

114 Ib/nz

1 flight

Gemini

45 ft2

348 Ib

7.5

Ablator

(Coming DC 235)

54 Ib/ft 3

1 flight

Apollo

365 ft 2

1465 Ib

3.9

Ablator

(AVCO 5026-39)

32 Ib/ft 3

1 flight

Shuttle

11 895ft 2

18 904 Ib

1.7

Rigidized silica fibers

9-22 Ib/_ 3

100 flights

Figure 4. Manned spacecraft entry TPS.
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ABLATIVE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS

In the design of a passive TPS for atmospheric entries, ablative materials have provided a

number of inherent advantages in both thermal performance and structural-mechanical properties.

Ablative materials were successfully used for both Earth-orbital (Mercury, Gemini) and lunar return

(Apollo) velocities. The Apollo TPS material (AVCO 5026-39 HCG) was characterized using both

ground tests (plasma jet and radiant) and unmanned flight tests (earth-orbital/lunar return). Design of

this TPS was accomplished using two trajectories; maximum heat rate (-700 BTU/ft2-sec) for surface

temperature/recession and heat load (-44,000 BTU/ft 2) for structural temperature. The conservatively

designed TPS thickness, measured surface recession and char thickness, for a typical Apollo-lunar

return is illustrated in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Comparisons of measured ablator thermal performance.
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REUSABLE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Prior to the Space Shuttle program, all manned space vehicles used ablator materials having a

one-mission capability. In contrast, the Space Shuttle Orbiter TPS had to be reusable to minimize costs

and minimum weight to meet vehicle requirements. The Orbiter TPS design, in contrast to previous

spacecraft, was verified with flight data from the first five manned flights of the Orbiter Columbia.

A comparison of the design and flight environments for the Space Shuttle Orbiter is shown in figure 6.

The Orbiter flight parameters, in particular the 40 ° angle of attack, allowed relatively lower reference

total heat load and heating rate than was predicted for the design trajectory.
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ORBITER TPS MATERIALS

The Orbiter TPS (fig. 7) consists basically of two material systems, reusable surface insulation

(RSI) and reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC). The RSI-TPS is further characterized by three rigid
ceramic insulation materials:

• high temperature reusable surface insulation (HRSI) consisting of black-coated LI-900/LI2200

coated tiles,

• low temperature reusable surface insulation (LRSI) consisting of white-coated LI-900 tiles,

• fibrous refractory composite insulation (FRCI-12) with black coating

And two flexible insulation materials:

• flexible reusable surface insulation (FRSI)

• advanced flexible reusable surface insulation (AFRSI).

The rigidized ceramic material is used over the major portion of the Orbiter for temperatures

ranging from 1300 to 2300°F. The upper surface areas, where temperatures are generally less than
1300°F, the flexible insulation materials are used. The RCC is used Ibr those areas (i.e., nose cap, wing

leading edge) where temperatures exceed 2300°E Material distribution (peak temperature) and

thickness determination (heat load) were selected to minimize weight while retaining a multi-mission

capability. AFRSI and FRCI were not part of the original TPS design, AFRSI was first flown on STS-6

(OV-099) and FRCI on the fourth flight of OV-099 (41B).

......  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iil

Reinforced Carbon-Carbon (RCC)

High Temperature, Reusable
Surface Insulation (HRSI)

Low Temperature, Reusable
Surface Insulation (LRSI)

Coated Nomex Felt Reusable
Surface Insulation (FRSI)

Metal or Glass

Advanced Flexable Reusable
Surface Insulation (AFRSI)

Figure 7. Thermal protection system, Orbiter 103 and subsequent orbiters.
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ORBITER TPS PEAK SURFACE TEMPERATURE

A limited number of surface temperature measurements have been made for the various Orbiter

flights. Figure 8 presents some typical results. These surface temperature measurements are used in the

identification of any anomalies during the entry (i.e., gap/step heating, transition effects). These

temperatures are also used to indicate changes in the surface condition of the RSI tiles (i.e., surface

catalysis, emissivity).
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ORBITER PEAK STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURE

The RSI performs the required thermal protection function during entry by two primary means

of heat dissipation. A large percentage (-95 percent) of the heat energy is reradiated to the atmosphere

and the remaining heat energy is effectively retarded by the low diffusivity of the basic insulation

material. The basic thermal performance of the RSI can be evaluated by three important parameters:

the induced surface temperature profile, the transient response of the RSI interior, and the structural

temperature response. Figure 9 shows a typical distribution of STS flight measure peak structural

temperatures. Since the Orbiter t]ight envelope and the design trajectory are relatively equal (heat

rate/heat load); these low structural temperatures (350 ° design) provide a positive thermal margin. As

with surface temperature, these structural temperatures can be used to indicate any potential degradation
in RSI material with reuse.
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Figure 9. Orbiter maximum structure temperatures.
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ORBITERTPSFLIGHT EXPERIENCE
AERODYNAMIC FLOW DAMAGE

TheRSIsystemthermal/structuralintegrityfor themostparthasbeenexcellentfor all STS
flights. Themajorareasof TPSrequiringrepair/refurbishment,replacementand/ordesignchangehave
involvedimpactdamage,gapfiller degradation,gasheatingin joint regions,sealperformance,and
penetrationsandpreventionof hotgasradiationleaks.An exampleof aerodynamicflow damage
occurredonSTS-6.Theleadingedgeareaof theorbitalmaneuveringsystem(OMS) podwascovered
with AFRSImaterial. As canbeseenin figure 10a,theAFRSIsustainedseveredamagefrom lossof
theouterfabric to completeremovalof thermalinsulation. Postflightandlaboratoryinvestigations
indicatednoevidenceof thermaldegradation,therefore,thedamagewasattributedprimarily to
mechanicalloadingof theAFRSIblanketsdueto aerodynamicflow forces. Thisareawassubsequently
redesignedusingrigid ceramictiles(fig. 10b).

Right-hand OMS POD, STS-6 Left-hand OMS POD, STS-6

Figure 10a. OMS POD-AFRSI damage.
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

RSI TILE IMPACT DAMAGE

While the Orbiter is in the launch configuration, the TPS is not protected from the natural

environment (i.e., rain, hail, etc.) Likewise, during the launch phase, on-orbit and landing phases, as

well as the ferry flight configuration; the Orbiter TPS is exposed to damage from ice, foreign objects,

debris, etc. An example of debris impact damage on the lower surface of the wing is shown in figure 11.

The reaction curved glass (RCG) coating has been lost as a result of the impact exposing the basic silica

material. Depending on the size and depth of the damage, a series of repairs have been developed to
return the tile to full service.

Figure 11. Wing debris impact gouge.

BLACK ANL, '_',cHI[E PHOTOGRAPH
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

RSI TILE IMPACT DAMAGE

For the most part, tile damage due to rain, hail or debris impact has not resulted in tile loss.

STS-27 (OV- 104) was an example of complete tile removal due to a combination of impact and reentry

thermal exposure (fig. 12). The loss of tile occurred prior to entry (probably during launch) as

evidenced by thermal degradation of strain isolation pad (SIP) and filler bar; however, no structural
burn-thru occurred. The structure was refurbished and new tiles installed.

Missing tile area,
lower forward chine after
SIP and filler bar removal

Missing tile area,
lower forward chine

Missing tile area,
lower forward chine after

adjacent tile removal

Figure 12. Lower forward chine missing tile.

_L,,\CK ANC WHITE PHOTOCF;;API-_
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

GAP FILLER DAMAGE

Fabric/ceramic gap fillers and flow stoppers are used extensively between tiles, TPS penetrations,

RCC/RSI interfaces, and moveable interfaces. Gap fillers fabricated from quartz and Nextel become

brittle and breach with continued reuse and cycling at temperatures in excess of 2000°E Significant

handling damage occurs once the gap filler is brittle. Gap filler shrinkage between tiles results in higher

tile temperature (due to gap/step heating) and subsequent localized tile shrinkage/melting. An example

of gap filler breaching and tile slumping is shown in figure 13. The use of a ceramic (colloidal silica)

coating (designated C-9) significantly enhances the performance of the gap filler surface. C-9 coated gap

fillers (Nextel and quartz) have successfully survived arc testing to 2500°F and are now installed in the

Orbiter fleet. C-9 coating also has been applied to rigidize the AFRSI blankets and provide additional

resistance to handling and impact damage.

Figure 13. Elevon-elevon gap heating/tile slumping.
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()RBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

ELEV()N LEADING EDGE

All three ()rbiter vehicles have experienced TPS damage, over temperature of the elevon leading

edge carrier plates,and primary seal holder. This damage has consisted of gas filler breaches, tile

slumping, tile failure,and structure melting. The basic nature of the devon leading edge/cove geometry

(fig. 14a) creates pressure and heating gradients within the tile installation. This increased heating and

pressure results in degradation of the gap fillers ahmg the entire span. Potential leak sources (seal, gap

filler, carrier plate, Columbia seal) also increase degradation of the gap filler.

()nee the gas filler degrades, slumping on adjacent and downstream tiles occurs resulting in hot

gas flow into the elewm seal/cove area. The worst damage was experienced on STS-5 ID (()V-1()3),

where significant melting occurred on the aluminum ca_Tier panel (Fig. 14b). This damage was worst

than had been experienced on previous Orbiter flights and is generally attributed to more negative

elewm deflection and higher surface roughness. Elimination of leak paths and reduction of the wing

elevon roughness has been implemented to minimize elevon leading edge damage.

Close-out panel Inter-tile Secondary
/ G/F (typ.) / seal

LI-900
J

Primary seal
assembly

Elevon

Figure

Flow -- P1 high P2 low

_'__Leakage

• Tile/tile gaps
• Tile/filler bar/sip gap
• Carrier plate/seal

structure gap
• Seal leakage
• Columbium seal/

gap filler

Pl > P2 Gradient maximized
for neg. deflections

P1 > P3 Gradient increases
with leakage

P2 > P3 Tend to force flow in

X'_01437M

14a. Elevon leading edge design components and flow paths.
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Figure 14b. Elewm cove carrier panel damage.
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

NOSE GAP LOWER SURFACE INTERFACE TILE DAMAGE

Damage to the nose cap lower windward surface interlace tiles (slumping of tiles along tile outer

edge) tbrward of the nose gear door has occurred on several STS flights. The most significant damage

occurred on STS-5 when hot gas penetration into the gap between two interface tiles caused

slumping/melting of the tiles; thermal damage to the gap fillers, filler bars, and flow stoppers; and

local melting of the aluminum carrier plate (fig. 15).

iN_! ¸ _ii _ ,_ _ _ L;,:_ ! _ ;LN_ • ," M;; ,!

Figure 15. Nose cap lower surface interface tile damage - STS-5.
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

RCC CHIN PANEL

The RSI tiles installed between the nose gap and the nose landing gear doors have been

vulnerable to external tank debris impact damage and have experienced tile slumping as a result of

overheating. Additionally, the tiles have presented installation difficulties as well as problems with

meeting step (differences in height between adjacent tiles) and gap (space between adjacent tiles)

specifications. As a solution to these anomalies, the RCC chin panel assembly was designed and

installed as a direct replacement for the RSI tiles located in this area (fig. 16). The Orbiter forward

fuselage structures were strengthened and stiffened by the addition of new attach fittings. For the chin

panel installation, these structural modifications significantly reduced the installation difficulties
associated with RSI tiles.

Figure 16. Orbiter RCC chin panel.

BLACK ANr.._ v,,.- ,'_<_,TE PHOTOGRAPH
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

RCC CHIN PANEL THERMOELASTIC DESIGN

Flight performance of the chin panel has been outstanding; however, thermoelastic analyses of

the flange areas have revealed higher values of thermally induced stress than originally estimated. The

flange area of the chin panel was designed to minimize thermal stress (fig. 17). The low thermoelastic

margins of safety (down to zero) are evaluated on flight-to-flight basis to assure chin panel

acceptability.
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Figure 17. Chin panel flange height determination.
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ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

RCC TEMPERATURE LIMITS

The reusable, oxidation protected RCC has been successfully flown on forty-three Space Shuttle

Orbiter flights. The multimission life of the RCC components has been established through extensive

thermal (plasma arc and radiant) and structural component tests. The RCC was originally developed to

have nominal multimission capability (i.e., no surface recession) with a maximum temperature of

28[X)°F. However, Orbiter abort conditions can result in RCC temperatures significantly higher

(>3000°F) than the multimission design value. Accordingly, an over-temperature test (30(X)-3400°F)

program was conducted to develop surface recession correlations and establish single mission limit

temperature for the RCC material. A comparison with available passive/active oxidation data in the

literature for Si-O-C/Si-()-N systems, indicates that oxidation protected RCC remains passive for

temperatures of 3250-33()0°F (fig. 18).
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ORB|TERTPSFLIGHT EXPERIENCE
RCCOPERATIONALLIMITS

The RCC over-temperature test data has been used to increase the Orbiter ranging capability to

ensure safety of flight for both nominal and off-nominal (abort) entries. A typical nominal and abort

trajectory are shown on an active/passive oxidation plot (fig. 19). A nominal Earth entry is always
passive but an abort condition does result in active oxidation during the entry. The time spent in the

active oxidation regime is critical in assessing a potential system failure.
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AEROBRAKE TPS MATERIALS

The design goal for a non-ablating, flight-certified material for the Aeroassist Flight Experiment

(AFE) aerobrake TPS was accomplished by selecting an RSI material compatible with the thermal

environment for a single mission use. Three rigid, reusable surface insulation materials, which were
flight certified for the Space Shuttle Orbiter TPS, were considered:

LI-900/LI-2200 materials, which are basically 95% pure silica with densities of 9 lb/ft 3 and

22 lb/ft 3, respectively, and

FRCI-12, a fibrous refractory composite insulation with a density of 12 lb/ft 3.

The aerobrake heating/temperature distribution required stability at higher temperature in the
stagnation region than in the other areas (2900°F). Therefore, the LI-2200 material was selected based

on its shrinkage characteristics and the requirement to maintain dimensional control (fig. 20). FRCI-12
was used as the TPS material in the remaining areas.
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Figure 20. Over temperature RSI shrinkage evaluation.
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AEROBRAKETILE INSTALLATION

Theaerobraketilesareinstalledusingtheprocessdevelopedfor theSpaceShuttleOrbiter
(fig. 21). To isolatethetilesfrom stressinducedby structuredeflectionor temperature-induced
structuralexpansion,thetilesarebondedto a SIP,which is thenbondedto theaerobrakeskin. The
SIPis a0.16-inchNomexnylon felt material.Thebondingis performedusingRoomTemperature
Vulcanizingadhesive#560(RTV-560).Thegapsbetweenthetiles arefilled with theCeramicAmes
GapFiller (CAGF) to preventplasmaflow from heatingtheinner-tilegap. Thesegapfillers are
composedof severallayersof Nextel(aluminasilicate)cloth (AB312) impregnatedwith aceramic
coating. Severallayersarebondedto thebottomsidewallof oneneighboringtilewith aceramic
adhesive.Gapfiller installationandtheuseof afull footprintSIParemodificationsto theOrbiter tile
installation.

LI2200/FRCI-12 with
Black RCG Coating

Strain
Isolation
Pad (SIP)

Black Borosilicate

(ref) '_ I:ilil

V J

Ceramic Bond _l i'

toonetile i ,,, [ IIJUI

},
Aluminum Skin

RTV Adhesive

Ceramic Ames Gap Fillers
(3 Req'd per noted tile edge)

_ Tile

 0\Ws, v°
I Strain Isolation

l Pad (0.160 in. thick)

RTV560
Adhesive

(0.032 in.) ;eramic Bond between

Gap Fillers

Figure 21. Aerobrake TPS installation.
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AER()BRAKE TILE CONFIGURATION/MANUFACTURING

The LI-2200 tiles on the ellipsoid were made larger than baseline Space Shuttle Orbiter tiles

(6-inch by 6-inch), due to the more rigid structure of the ellipsoid and the higher strength of the LI2200

material. In the cone and skirt area, the FRCI-12 tiles were sized smaller, as much larger skin
deflections are expected in those area (fig. 22).

Numerically controlled machining processes were used to manufacture AFE tiles, as was done

lor the Orbiter. The Calma CAD system was utilized to automate the design process and facilitate

efficient transfer of data to the N-C machining process. This resulted in cost and time savings by

reducing the N-C programming efforts and the number of close-out tiles needed, and by eliminating the

need to sand the inner moldline of each individual tile during installation.

Ski//
6.0

LI-2200

FRCI-12 Ellips/ / _10.0

Cone/

FRCI-12

Figure 22. Typical tile sizes and materials.
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TPSDESIGNFORAEROBRAKING AT EARTHAND MARS

Thermalprotectionsystemsarebeingdesignedfor advancedvehicleconfigurationandfuture
missionsusingstate-of-the-artmaterialsfor awiderangeof entryconditions,Theperformanceof an
ablationmaterial(5026-H/CG)appliedto a40-footaerobrake(AFEconfiguration)thatperformstwo
aerocaptures(MarsandEarth)without refurbishmentwasanalyzed.

The ablationanalysiswasperformedin two steps: surfacerecessionandmasslosswerefirst
predictedfor Marsentry,thenthesevalueswereusedasinitial conditionsik)rtheEarthaerocapture.

Theresultsof thisanalysissuggestthatoptimalablatorthicknesscanbedeterminedsuchthat
morethanonesuccessfulentrycanbemadewithoutrefurbishment.Critical sizingof theablatorwas
establishedfrom thethermalresponsefor theEarthreturn. Materialdegradation(densityratio)canbe
usedto assessthermal/structuralperformance(fig. 23).
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TPS DESIGN FOR AEROBRAKING

WEIGHT PENALTY

TPS assessments for future vehicle and missions can be made using TPS weight penalty factors.

A TPS penalty factor can be defined as:

tit = TPS Weight

Total Vehicle Weight

rls = Structural Weight

Total Vehicle Weight

tits = qt + rls

Figure 24 a, b shows the relationship between qs and "qt for several vehicle configurations used

for an aerocapture at Earth and Mars. These results indicate that an tits of 15-20 percent is possible

utilizing aerobraking, which results in a predicted 50-80 percent increase in payload over an all-

propulsive design.
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Figure 24a. Weight penalty factors for TPS/structure weights.
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Figure 24b. Earth/Mars aerocapture vehicles.

SUMMARY

• Significant advances have been made in the design, fabrication, and certification of TPS on

manned entry vehicles (Mercury through Shuttle Orbiter)

• Shuttle experience has identified some key design and operational issues

• State-of-the-art ceramic insulation materials developed in the 1970s for the Space

Shuttle Orbiter have been used in the initial designs of aerobrakes

° This TPS material experience has identified the need to develop a technology base from

which a new class of higher temperature materials will emerge for advanced space

transportation vehicles.
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